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FLEXIBILITY IN THE POWER SECTOR – VARIOUS 
ANGLES 

FLEXIBILITATEA IN SECTORUL ELECTROENERGETIC 
– DIVERSE UNGHIURI 

Alexandru Valeriu Binig1 

Abstract: Flexibility becomes a key word of the energy transition. But 
it is defined from various angles – various subsectors generate their own 

definition and implementation roadmaps. The paper describes several such 
definitions and signals the need for harmonization and consistency – 

“Flexibility Taxonomy”. For the Romanian power sector, condemned to 
decentralization in the current decade, Flexibility is a crucial concept and its 
usage in various strategic documents needs consistency. The article insists on 
urgent support for Power System Flexibility while keeping the pace with the 

EU level developments as regards Demand Side Flexibility/Distributed 
Flexibility 
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Rezumat: Flexibilitatea devine un cuvânt cheie al tranziției energetice. 
Dar e definită din diferite unghiuri – diferite subsectoare își promovează 

propria definiție și propriile foi de parcurs privind implementarea. Lucrarea 
descrie câteva definiții și semnalizează necesitatea de armonizare pentru 
consistență – ‘Taxonomia Flexibilității”. Pentru sectorul electroenergetic 
românesc, condamnat la descentralizare, Flexibilitatea este un concept 

esential și utilizarea sa în diverse documente strategice necesită consistență. 
Articolul insistă asupra necesității de a sprijini urgent investițiile în 

Flexibilitatea Sistemului Electroenergetic și de a ține pasul cu evoluția din 
UE cu privire la Flexibilitatea în zona Cererii (racordată la rețeaua de 

distribuție)/Flexibilitatea Distribuită 

Cuvinte cheie: Flexibilitate, Flexibilitate a Sistemelor Electroenergetice, 
Flexibilitate în partea de Consum/Flexibilitate Distribuită, Flexibilitate 

legată de Controlul Frecvenței, Flexibilitate nelegată de Controlul 
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of the paper is to promote the harmonized concept of 
Flexibility for the Romanian power sector, to draw the attention on the 
imperative need to have it at the core of all strategy documents and all foreign 
assistance plans.  

Existence of sufficient Power Sector Flexibility resources is a 
precondition for new power generation capacities using Renewable Energy 
Sources to come into the game and solve the basic System Adequacy problem 
of the Romanian power sector. 

While other countries have the luxury of sufficient reserves in their 
power systems as well as strong cross-border interconnections and they can 
have the freedom to build market mechanisms for attracting investment in 
Flexibility, Romania cannot afford such luxury and needs to inject state aid in 
Flexibility immediately. 

However, the EU advances strongly in defining the DSOs as market 
operators for procurement of Flexibility services, that are mostly linked to 
voltage control and networks congestion management. The notion of Demand 
Side Flexibility is at use now in European Commission commissioned studies, 
(while Eurelectric documents mention “Distributed Flexibility”) and seems to 
be the one tackled by the EU new legislative documents. 

It is also worth mentioning the System Adequacy definitions, to 
enhance better the new role of Flexibility. [8] states the following: 

“Adequacy evaluation can refer either to generation alone, or to the 
transmission network, or both; 
• Generation adequacy of a power system is an assessment of the ability of 
the generation on the power system to match the consumption of the power 
system;  
• Transmission adequacy of a power system is an assessment of the ability of 
a power system to manage the flow resulting from the transfer of power from 
generation to the consumption centre;  
• System adequacy of a power system is a measure of the ability of a power 
system to supply the load in all the steady states in which the power system 
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may exist under standard conditions. System adequacy is analysed through 
simultaneous consideration of GA and transmission adequacy.” 

Under such circumstances, while various Flexibility related notions 
are still under harmonization of definitions, Romania needs to clearly define 
its objectives and channel resources for coping with imperatives of the Green 
Deal and its commitments under the Energy and Climate Change Action Plan. 

The main message is that Romania should focus immediately state aid 
resources for Power System Flexibility, in order to allow grid connection of 
new generators using renewable energy sources and solve the System 
Adequacy urgency of the Romanian power system. As for Demand Side 
Flexibility/Distributed Flexibility, Romania should pace its rhythm as the 
action implies a lot of regulatory construction as well as adaptation of DSOs 
(setting up of improved network planning capabilities with forecast of 
flexibility needs, setting up market operation structures and systems for 
procuring such flexibility services, cooperating with the TSO for sharing 
responsibilities and splitting obligations while merging markets platforms). 

2. Paper contents 

The International Energy Agency introduced in 2018 the following 
definition: “As a more complete definition, which also touches on economics, 
Power system flexibility is defined as the ability of a power system to reliably 
and cost-effectively manage the variability and uncertainty of demand and 
supply across all relevant timescales”.  

Apparently, such definition may sound as pointing to “Frequency 
related Flexibility”, as the main task of the power system operator and 
participants is to maintain the frequency constant, by balancing demand and 
supply. 

Still, more and more Flexibility becomes linked to Congestion 
Management, both in transmission and in distribution networks. 

As it will be shown in this paper, the final purpose seems to be  to 
combine frequency control, wholesale energy markets and congestion 
management mechanisms, the keyword Flexibility being the common 
denominator. 

 
As per [1]: “A power system can be considered flexible if it can cost-

effectively, reliably and across all time scales: 
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Meet the peak loads and peak net loads, avoiding loss of load. 
Maintain the balance of supply and demand at all times and ensure the 

availability of sufficient capability to ramp up and down, the availability of 
sufficient fast-starting capacity and the capability to operate during low net 
loads. 

Have sufficient storage capacity (both electricity storage and, through 
sector coupling, renewable heat and gas) to balance periods of high VRE 
generation and periods of high demand but low VRE generation. 

Incorporate capabilities to adjust demand to respond to periods of 
supply shortages or overgeneration. 

Maintain capabilities to mitigate possible events that could de-
stabilize the power system through maintaining an adequate supply of 
ancillary services at all times.  

Operate under a well-designed market where existing flexibility is not 
locked by market inefficiencies (see section 3.2).” [1] 

With this broader viewpoint, and focusing on power systems with high 
shares of VRE, one can extend the previously given definition for system 
flexibility as follows: 

“Flexibility is the capability of a power system to cope with the 
variability and uncertainty that VRE generation introduces into the system in 
different time scales, from the very short to the long term, avoiding 
curtailment of VRE and reliably supplying all the demanded energy to 
customers”.” [1] 

The figure below, quoted from [1] indicates the types of Flexibility 
that can be used in relationship with the Power System Flexibility: 
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Figure 1 - Technical options to increase system flexibility; Source: [1] 

 
 

Figure 2 - Flexibility framework for cost-effective Distribution System operation 
Source: DSO Committee on Flexibility, 2017 
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“Flexibility is defined as the modification of generation injection and/or 
consumption patterns, on an individual or aggregated level, often in reaction 
to an external signal, in order to provide a service within the energy system or 
maintain stable grid operation. The parameters used to characterise flexibility 
can include: the amount of power modulation, generation forecasts, the 
duration, the rate of change, the response time and the location. The delivered 
service should be reliable and contribute to the security of the system.” [2] 

[2] also states: “DSOs are neutral market facilitators. They need to 
have adequate means in place to make use of flexibility resources, to oversee 
flexibility operations (including the need for intervention) and to make it 
easier and cost-effective for consumers to benefit, all the while ensuring 
quality of service and security of supply in a challenging environment.” 

In [3] the following statements are made with regard to Flexibility: 
“The players who can activate flexibility are divided into three groups: market 
parties (including customers), TSOs, and DSOs… When activating flexibility, 
these can each have an impact on each other. 
In providing a neutral, enabling and integrated platform for market-based 
services and customer interactions in the best possible way, DSOs should be 
able to oversee and co-ordinate the local use of flexibility. Coordination with 
commercial parties and TSOs is crucial to foster the market uptake of 
flexibility products and services, and to enable direct and indirect flexibility 
provision to the system, while ensuring that DSOs oversee the impact on their 
networks. 

Flexibility for DSOs’ own use and activated by DSOs 
In order to cope with the challenges described above, and to locally manage 
the network load and voltages, DSOs should have access to flexibility for their 
own use. DSOs may increase network capacity (building a new line or 
reinforce an existing one), integrate storage capacity in a congested area, 
activate additional local demand, or even reduce the injected power by 
renewables at the local level. 

Flexibility activated by market parties 
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Apart from the flexibility activated by DSOs (or TSOs), market parties can 
activate flexibility in reaction to market prices or for balancing purposes. This 
can also affect the DSO’s network and can lead to congestion. 
For example, if a sunny or a windy afternoon is expected, the DSO may plan 
to use the local storage capacity owned by a commercial party, but at the same 
time, another commercial party might wish to use the same capacity for 
trading purposes. This action must therefore be properly co-ordinated between 
the commercial parties and the DSO, and this is only possible when the 
commercial parties interact directly with the DSO. 
However, there are cases where flexibility may be activated by other parties 
who have limited or no contractual or commercial interaction with the DSOs, 
and this could have an impact on the distribution system. In these cases, 
problems may arise and co-ordination will be needed. 

Flexibility activated by TSOs 
Increasing Europe’s renewable energy generation will lead to higher 
decentralised and distributed loads. This means that the system, regardless of 
the voltage level (transmission or distribution), will need to face more volatile 
and less predictable generation, as well as decreasing inertia. This will lead to 
situations where TSOs will become more dependent on the use of flexibility 
sources and services connected at the distribution level. TSOs will therefore 
need to procure and activate such services from DSO customers, which can 
cause congestion on the affected distribution network. Similarly to market 
parties, TSOs may cause problems in the DSO networks and there is therefore 
need for co-ordination. “[3] 

“Demand-side flexibility can be defined as a portion of the demand, including 
that coming from the electrification of other energy sectors (i.e., heat or 
transport via sector coupling), that could be reduced, increased or shifted in a 
specific period of time to: 
1) facilitate the integration of VRE by reshaping loadprofiles to match VRE 
generation, 
 2) reduce peak load and seasonality and  
3) reduce electricity generation costs by shifting load from periods with high 
price of supply to periods with lower prices.” [3] 
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Still, new works introduce a new definition for Demand Side 
Flexibility, pushing further towards the Distribution sector perspective. 

The European Commission DG ENER encouraged ENTSO-E and the 
European DSO associations to conduct respectively a regulatory gap analysis 
aiming to identify the regulatory barriers to demand side flexibility at 
European level and to propose concrete answers to any regulatory gap from a 
European perspective. The outcome of this work has been presented during a 
workshop organized by DG ENER on October 1st 2020.  

Such EU level joint working group TSO/DSO considers that: 
“Demand-Side Flexibility is dealing with the ability of distribution-connected 
assets to deviate from their normal electricity consumption or production 
profile in response to the needs of system operators.” (the “system operators” 
being both TSO and DSO). 
The relevant services and markets within scope of their analysis are Constraint 
Management, Voltage Control as Non-Frequency Related Service, and 
Balancing Services (aFRR, mFRR, RR). 

In parallel, the European Commission has commissioned the drafting 
of a complementary analysis which was released in December 2020 – [4] and 
introduces a new definition for Demand Side Flexibility (DSF): 

“A common definition of DSF is missing across the European Union 
(EU). We propose to define DSF as “flexibility services provided by an active 
customer”. Such definition benefits from relying on an existing definition in 
the European legal framework (“active customer”) and it includes a variety of 
services to multiple stakeholders that require flexibility: suppliers and Balance 
Responsible Parties (BRPs) in wholesale markets but also system operators 
for ancillary and grid management services.” 

“To meet the opportunities and challenges of the evolving energy 
system and in line with Article 59(3) of the Electricity Regulation (EU) 
2019/943, the European Commission (EC) has identified cybersecurity and 
demand side flexibility as the two key areas in which network codes and 
guidelines shall be developed.” [4] 

“As regards the barriers for the development of DSF, we distinguish 
between regulatory barriers at transmission and at distribution level. The 
barriers for DSF development at transmission (wholesale) level are fairly well 
known and discussed in the literature. The main barriers that deserve 

https://urldefense.com/v3/__https:/eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https*3A*2F*2Fasset-ec.eu*2Fwp-content*2Fuploads*2F2020*2F12*2FASSET-EC-Regulatory-priorities-for-enabling-Demand-Side-Flexibility.Final_-1.pdf&data=04*7C01*7Cvictor.charbonnier*40entsoe.eu*7C133e94e023044498e85e08d91161b073*7C7ffbeccf0c1b496c897889209c2d375d*7C0*7C0*7C637559934761118947*7CUnknown*7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0*3D*7C0&sdata=*2BEyru*2F6hm7qJTfdWsi8OTSAY3c8v8RQgKLaOYjBHh5g*3D&reserved=0__;JSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSUlJSU!!OjemSMKBgg!yTwDl6UXly6YQPqVwTweS9APJxDCeuF2qwLHTUYCI7K28SlbM0k7TNibgnCOo6Ru$
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intervention at the EU level (considering that a growing participation of DSF 
will impact the functioning of the interconnected power system) include:  
a) system requirements foreseen in the existing network codes which could 
potentially hinder the participation of DSF (especially small size demand side  
flexibility service providers).  
b) frameworks that are currently missing to enable and unlock the flexibility 
potential of DSF, notably the aggregation framework where there is limited 
standardization and harmonization at EU level.  

Therefore, in view of being consistent with existing network codes and 
guidelines and from a time and resource perspective, we deem it sufficient to 
adapt the existing network codes (notably, CACM, SOGL and EBGL as well 
as the RfG and DCC) to address barriers at wholesale level - in function of the 
evolving roles of DSOs, the increasing constraints in the distribution grid and 
need for aggregation.” [4] 

Once again, it is important to note that the notion of Distributed 
Flexibility to be promoted by Eurelectric working groups is more general, as 
it is not only for active customers to provide Flexibility (for DSOs), but also 
for other actors, such as Independent Storage Operators, Distributed Energy 
Resources or sector coupling solutions.      

In [5], CEER reacted to the conclusions and recommendations of the 
ASSET Study [4] commissioned by the European Commission: 
“As a general comment, CEER also already wondered if current efforts 
should be limited to DSF and should not be extended to all sources of 
flexibility… 
1. The study’s preferred way forward is the so-called “Balanced Scenario”: 
This approach puts forward the idea of a congestion market at DSO level 
defined in a Bottom-Up scenario and recommends the definition of a 
minimum set of harmonised products to additionally enable cross border 
trade.  

Two pathways can be envisioned within this scenario (Alternative A 
and B).  
Alternative A builds on the current framework in which TSOs agree on a 
common methodology for coordinated redispatching and countertrading at 
Capacity Calculations Region (CCR) level (Article 35 CACM)… 
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Alternative A also includes the DSOs since Article 57 of Electricity 
Regulation (EU) 2019/943 requires DSOs and TSOs to cooperate with each 
other to manage their networks. Therefore, Alternative A proposes to extend 
the market-based framework to manage redispatch at CCR level to also 
include congestion management at distribution level. The consultants suggest 
to jointly optimise congestion at distribution and transmission level. 
Therefore, a minimum set of standardised products shall be defined at CCR 
or even at EU27 level and distribution grid congestion shall be adequately 
considered in the wholesale electricity price formation and cross-border 
capacity allocation… 
Regarding the study’s proposed Alternative A, taking into account the current 
state of play, a regionally coordinated operational security analysis including 
the distribution grid seems too complex and may not be feasible within the 
required time limitations... 
The study does not provide evidence on the economic efficiency of the 
considered policy options/scenarios. Without this evidence, CEER struggles 
to understand why to merge local congestion management and existing 
wholesale markets or even why to split up control areas and to establish local 
markets at the distribution level…“[5] 
 

The overall conclusion seems to be that the attempt to use the HV 
network level logic (relationship between wholesale energy markets and HV 
network congestion) at the distribution level is not straightforward and the 
volume of liquidity and the volume of potential savings do not justify the 
additional burden and another approach is to be favored. 

The major debate is whether a new Network Code is to be adopted, 
specifically regulating the recourse of DSOs to flexibility resources, or 
existing Network Codes should be amended. The prevailing conclusion seems 
to be that a new Network Code is needed, but the concrete implementation 
paths are still under debate. 

4. Conclusions 

For purposes of understanding the Romanian power sector context, the 
above considerations have enhanced two types of “Flexibility”: 

- Power System Flexibility, mostly covering the Frequency Related 
Flexibility – a concept promoted by power generators; 
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- Demand Side Flexibility/Distributed Flexibility – mostly related 
to decentralized resources (connected to the distribution grid) with 
an opening towards Non-Frequency Related Flexibility and 
Congestion Management (“Non-Frequency Related Flexibility”) 
and raising the issue of TSO/DSO cooperation and combination of 
wholesale energy markets and congestion management measures. 

A key question is about the procurement by the TSO of Frequency 
Related Flexibility that is also Distributed Flexibility – a “granularity 
threshold” should be defined in case the DSO will be requested to procure the 
Distributed Flexibility Resources but for Frequency Control purposes – 
figures of 1 MW or 5 MW installed capacities are quoted at this stage (for 
levels below which the TSO would not deal with the providers directly but 
would collaborate with the DSO who would contractually deal with the 
Frequency Related Flexibility resources), but the pilot projects under 
preparation of implementation in Europe will provide more guidance. 

The promoters of electricity from new RES generators are heavily 
concerned about the Frequency Related Flexibility of the power systems 
(practically Power System Flexibility) and advocate for the promotion of the 
term Flexibility in the mindset of decision makers. More and more specialists 
are concerned that the “RES tsunami” will catch the EU power systems 
unprepared for the new challenge and call for urgent measures. Strong signals 
are sent to the European Commission to include Independent Storage 
Installations under the new General Glock Exemption Regulation (“GBER”) 
proposal exactly for the Power System Flexibility merits, with the message 
that fossil fuel power generation delivers as per contracts and the storage 
installations will accumulate the excess production from RES. 

The European Union seems more concerned about Demand Side 
Flexibility/Distributed Flexibility (sometimes the notion of “networks 
flexibility” is used) and the Power System Flexibility seems a solved problem 
at this stage, as many West Europe power system do not seem to signal the 
issue, yet and interconnections among ENTSO-E member TSOs systems are 
very strong.  

On the background of an aged power generation park that uses fuels 
that are not in line with the EU decarbonization path and on the background 
of insufficient cross-border interconnections capacity, the Romanian power 
sector needs swift investment in new power generation capacities with short 
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commissioning times. Experience shows that power generation capacities 
using RES are the fastest to commission, but they bring along the variability 
of production, that challenges the Power System Flexibility (and System 
Adequacy). 

The Romanian power system has been designed based on the old 
concept that the frequency regulation is to be ensured by power generators 
and only now the regulatory framework is adapted to allow other means of 
Flexibility (such as storage, demand response, sector coupling, etc) to act. 

Under such circumstances, Romania is under a huge time pressure and 
cannot afford to allow market mechanisms to be prepared, implemented and 
to provide sufficient predictability to potential investors in Flexibility 
resources. 

This is why Power System Flexibility should be promoted in Romania 
by state aid means as soon as possible. [7] provides more details about the 
concrete adequacy problem of the Romanian power system and more 
arguments in favor of allocating state aid for Power System Flexibility asap. 
Such issues include the increase of the Balancing Market closing prices due 
to insufficient Power System Frequency Related Flexibility resources. 

To this end, it is highly important to have harmonized concepts agreed 
in the Romanian energy community and the action paths clearly defined, 
including in strategy documents and plans to use EU funds. Additionally, 
Romania should request that the Energy and Environment Guidelines 
(”EEAG”), under revision at present, allow state aid for Power System 
Flexibility Resources, the same way that the old version of EEAG, adopted in 
2014 was centered on the notion of System Adequacy. 

As for Demand Side Flexibility/Distributed Flexibility, Romania 
should pace its rhythm as the action implies a lot of regulatory construction 
as well as adaptation of DSOs (setting up of improved network planning 
capabilities with forecast of flexibility needs, setting up market operation 
structures and systems for procuring such flexibility services, cooperating 
with the TSO for sharing responsibilities and splitting obligations while 
merging markets platforms). 

With regard to the intense debates about the DSO-TSO collaboration 
and policy options on Demand Side Flexibility implementation, the Romanian 
DSOs should stay tuned to the EU level dialogue and actively express 
positions with regard to implications of proposed alternatives in a field where 
application of Network Codes is not fully tested. The interaction between 
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wholesale energy markets and markets for procuring services for network 
congestion management, especially at Medium Voltage level might prove 
cumbersome and some regulation decisions defined based on other countries 
situations might generate costly obligations for the Romanian DSOs.  
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